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I have to start with an explana�on and an apology. As many of you
know, my son Tom was involved in an accident on July 9 last year. He
was involved in a head-on collision between his bicycle and a car, and
was sent to Hull Infirmary with serious injuries. A�er several long
opera�ons and ten days in hospital, he was declared dead on July 20,
two days a�er his pupils stopped reac�ng to light.

He was 28 years old and a wonderful son, and his loss has affected me
very much. As with the several losses I have withstood over the past
seven years, I find that believing he is s�ll alive in spirit doesn’t really
help much with the physical loss of his presence in the house, which
was considerable. I was going to reproduce the poem I wrote for him in
this issue, but John Roedel’s poem (on page 31 and 32) was so apposite
to the �mes we are living in, I put that in instead. If you want to see my
poem, feel free to email me.

My apology is for my complete withdrawal from QFAS events and
planning over the past seven months. I am gradually trying to get myself
back to normal, but I s�ll have good days and bad days, and I am having
to concentrate on trying to make a living, as I had several months
without an income. So this journal is late – it would normally have come
out in November last year. Fortunately we designate it Autumn/Winter,
and so it is s�ll just within the period! I am extending the normal
deadline for the Spring Summer edi�on to the end of May so we don’t
have two issues in short succession - but do send me your ar�cles!

I did have a visita�on from Tom in a dream not long a�er he died. I was
in my bedroom, which is a very small room only a few feet bigger than a
bed. He suddenly appeared si�ng on my bed, and I was able to ask him
if he knew he was dead, which he said he did, and if he had been in pain
when in the hospital. He confirmed that he was, but that he was all right
now. I was able to give him a hug, and then I woke up.
love
Fee

Dear Friends,
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QFAS news

I have recently had a request for a complete set of past issues of
Reaching Out from the Bri�sh Library Deposit scheme. I was able to
supply them with a par�al set from my back issues and some from
commi�ee members, but I don’t think it is a complete set, and I have
been le� with only the most recent issues in my files.

If you have back issues which you wouldn’t mind sending to me, I would
be most grateful. I wasn’t able to supply anything before Winter 2013, I
had no copy of Spring/Summer 2017 and I now have hardly any copies
before 2018 myself.

I have become aware that Reaching Out should also have had an ISSN as
it is regularly published. You will find our new ISSN on the inside cover
of this issue.

Each individual constantly meets self. There are no
coincidences, or accidents, that arise in the mee�ng of
people or individuals.
Edgar Cayce reading 2074-1
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Those who a�ended the 2019 conference will remember that one
of the sessions included an excerpt from a film on the Scole
project. For those who weren’t there and haven’t heard about it,
the Scole Experiment was a series of mediumship events run by
four mediums at a house in Scole, Norfolk, in which they
a�empted to obtain scien�fic proof of the a�erlife. In the course
of the experiment, they invited scien�sts and other neutral
observers to come to the house and observe their seances, which
took place in total darkness in a cellar. They tried to ensure that
there was no possibility of fraud by asking other people to buy film
and put it unopened in boxes which they held throughout, for
example.

James Gordon submi�ed this ar�cle some �me ago, and my
apologies to him that it has taken so long to get it into Reaching
Out. Following his ar�cle, I give an update on the Scole Project and
some details of the experiments which are now being conducted
by members of the Scole Experiment.

Among many astonishing phenomena reported in The Scole
Report (see Fee Berry's piece in last but one Reaching Out - p.7 -
on the session at the FFH/QFAS Conference; and the paperback:
The Scole Experiment: Scien�fic Evidence for Life A�er Death by
Grant & Jane Solomon Campion Books as updated 2006) was the
appearance of many images on rolls of film that had been reliably
cer�fied as untampered with and placed, with further devices
against tampering, in a sealed box in the 'Scole Hole', the cellar
room in the Norfolk village in which the experiments took place.

Among material found wri�en or drawn on the s�ll technically
virgin film when exposed were lines from Wordsworth, references

Back to Scole with TAE by James Gordon
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to Plato, as well as many drawings and photographs, including one
(not otherwise known on this side) of Arthur Conan Doyle.

Two images found on the films par�cularly puzzled the authors.
One, displayed on the front cover, shows an α (that is a Greek
lower case Alpha) on the le� and a higher case i.e. capital Ω
(Omega) on the right. The alpha is on a light beige background
with a thin tapering triangle leading to an equilateral triangle; but
with its lines curved inwards so that they touch the circumference
of a light blue coloured in black slightly squashed circle - and if
you look very closely you can see a couple of dots that may
represent eyes, and another that just might represent a mouth.

Elsewhere in 'Project Alice' (another group of phenomena, this
�me using video), was a blue image like a face which has been
assumed to be from another dimension, which the li�le blue face
in the Alpha/Omega sequence may reference, if not actually
represent. It looks to me like the face of a child about to be born.

Whether this be so or not, to the right of the image so far
described is a large black area which my wife (who knew nothing
about the image before I showed it to her) iden�fied, just as I
independently had, as the well-developed bump of a pregnant
woman. A similar image of converging lines broadening into a
smaller flat triangular area is followed by the Omega symbol.

The colouring of the area to the right of the 'bump' is a much
richer, darker brown, and in my opinion the colours represent
(beige to the le� of the bump:) the conscious, earthly life - day, if
you will - (darker area to the right:) the unconscious, the higher
worlds, the 'a�erlife', the spirit world. My wife interpreted the
whole thing as a transi�on, a progression, developing across from
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le� to right. The higher case Omega compared with the lower
case Alpha may even suggest that the state beyond is one that is
superior, but one that may only be a�ained by travelling through
the earthly experience.

Might one not also see it also as a visual representa�on of Jesus'
words on the Second Coming: "as the lightning cometh out of the
east, and shineth even unto the west; so shall also the coming of
the Son of Man be" (Ma� 24.27 Authorised Version)? The day
starts with the dawn in the east, and becomes night as it sets in
the west, with spirit having its human experience in between.

While the whole thing may as the authors suggest (note to plate
57) be 'an allusion to the polarity necessary in a physical three-
dimensional universe', my own view is that it refers to Revela�ons
1.8, where Alpha and Omega are part of the defini�on of God.
This is confirmed as the verse con�nues 'the beginning and the
ending... which is, and which was, and which is to come, the
Almighty'.

It should not greatly surprise that a project se�ng out to test the
a�erlife in a rigorous scien�fic way, should find these images
difficult. Revela�ons is a�er all one of the most uncompromising
texts upholding the Chris�an religion, not seen as a natural friend
of science.
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The second puzzling appearance on previously sealed film
(though from a different date) is of the ini�als of Thomas Alva
Edison, the inventor of wireless, electric light and the
gramophone. The book speculates this signature was meant to
iden�fy the 'Thomas' elsewhere described as 'the spirit technician
within the machine'. This was a voice actually heard speaking
from within the recording device (not through either of the two
mediums present) that had been set up in collabora�on with
scien�sts from the other side. The inves�gators took the trouble
to have the signature authen�cated by the Edison Ins�tute, as it
duly and most impressively was.

To the immediate le� of the 'TAE' signature is the number 888,
regarding which the note on Plate 38 states: 'It is not known what
the 888 means.' The Scole par�cipants may perhaps be excused
for unfamiliarity with scripture, let alone of scholarship about it,
or with Ancient Greek texts (though they know about Socrates
and Dio�ma). Greek numbers are expressed as le�ers of their
alphabet. The best known example is the number of the 'Beast' in
Revela�ons 13.18, where 666 is expressed as ΧξF (600+60+6). The
values of each of the le�ers of the Greek name for Jesus (Ι-η-σ-ο-
υ-ς) add up to 888 (10+8+200+80+400+200).

But...why would Edison, of all people, reference, let alone
reverence Jesus? He is known for a�acking religion, church-based
religion in par�cular ("religion is bunk" is one of his pithier sayings
on the subject). Another saying is: "I have never seen the slightest
scien�fic proof of the religious ideas of heaven and hell, of future
life for individuals, or of a personal God."

On the other hand, Edison's last known reported words were (as
he awoke from a nap, just days before his death) "It is very
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beau�ful over there," while his Washington Post obituary
(imagina�vely �tled 'The Light Goes out') quoted him as saying: "I
believe in the existence of a Supreme Intelligence pervading the
Universe".

The same piece cites a family member: "He never was an atheist.
Although he subscribed to no orthodox creed, no one who knew
him could have doubted his belief in and reverence for a Supreme
Intelligence, and his whole life, in which the ideal of honest, loving
service to his fellow man was predominant, indicated faithfully
those two commandments wherein lies 'all the law and all the
prophets.' ". This surely connects him to Jesus, whose
commandments to love God and neighbour were the pegs on
which 'hang all the law and the prophets' (Ma� 22.40).
As I went on to peruse others of Edison's sayings, I was struck how
very much they were the sort of thing a Quaker might say.
En�rely on an impulse (I knew no other evidence of specifically
Quaker connec�on) I searched the net on 'Edison Quaker', and
immediately came upon: Voices from a Trunk: The Lost Lives of
the Quaker Eddisons: 1805-1867 by Sara Woodall (Blackthorn
Press 2014). At first I thought this was just a mistake, due to the
different spelling. Nevertheless, rather taken with the wonderful
cover picture of an early Quaker Mee�ng where a Friend has his
hat blown off in the act of vocal ministry, ordered it.

The impulse was rewarded. Chapter Six of it establishes to my
en�re sa�sfac�on that Sara Woodall's own family (an Eddison
ancestor was an early companion of George Fox) is a parallel
branch to the Edisons who fled persecu�on to Holland. From
there they emigrated to Puritan Massachuse�s, where they
experienced further persecu�on as Quakers. They again fled to
Canada, from where they in �me returned, to Milan, Ohio, where
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Thomas was born in 1847. I am not sugges�ng TAE was a closet
Quaker, but even if the family had forsaken Quakerism, the
tradi�ons with which he grew up would seem to have predisposed
him in that direc�on, one in which the truth was, as George Fox
famously said, to be "known experimentally".

All of which leads me to conclude that Edison could indeed, as the
Scole material strongly suggests, be working on the other side to
facilitate understanding and communica�on on this side of the
fact that there is indeed a world of spirit, and that it may only be a
ma�er of �me before fuller knowledge of this fact, now
increasingly scien�fically a�ested, will indeed be spread from
east to west.

[Note from Fee: I had also wondered about the inclusion of Edison
in the group of personali�es who came through for the Scole
experiment. However, I discovered that in the months before his
death, he was working on an electric ghost machine, in effect, a
spiritual telephone. There is a fascina�ng ar�cle about Edison’s
correspondence with the editor of Forbes magazine, about his
project to make contact with the a�erlife, in Forbes magazine
online at:
h�ps://bit.ly/34eKHif
There is a bu�on to hear the whole ar�cle read by a mechanized
voice too.
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The full version of the film we saw in part at the 2019 QFAS
conference is s�ll available on YouTube h�ps://youtu.be/
pQvQ_W�dHk The Facebook page for the Scole Experiment says
that there has been an increase in interest in the experiment since
the US government confirmed that they were unable to iden�fy
the vehicles in the various videos of Unexplained Aerial
Phenomena (UAP) which is the new term for UFOs.

The revela�on that the US are unable to iden�fy the UAP vehicles
has prompted more interest in Scole, because the par�cipants
believed that they were experiencing communica�on from both
people in the a�erlife, and aliens and spirits from other
dimensions (which they refer to as SAIs – Spirits/Aliens/Inters).

The Scole Experiment was discon�nued in 1998, according to their
Facebook page, because “there was unan�cipated interference
with the “too wide” Scole Portal by “gene�cally-modified human
beings” from the future, who were experimen�ng with a
“crystalline �me-probe” every �me the portal was opened. The
four members of the Scole Groupe were asked by the SAI team to
never experiment together to open the portal again. It was their
par�cular mix of energies which allowed such a powerful opening
of the portal and experimenta�on to take place but, because it
was an experiment on all sides of the veil(s), mistakes were made
by the SAI team that led to the shut-down.

It appears that Alan and Diana con�nued experimen�ng
separately from Robin and Sandra Foy in the next few years. Alan
and Diana’s experiment was called the Norfolk Experiment, Robin
and Sandra’s “Spiritual Science” experiments.

Quick update on Scole - Fee Berry
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The Norfolk experiment
The Norfolk project, was conducted in full light by Alan and Diana,
using Herkimer crystals and a high-res camera to obtain images
similar to those obtained by the original experiment. There is a
blog repor�ng on this experience and explana�ons from the
mediums in their own words here: h�ps://bit.ly/3HIPLsH

Spiritual Science Founders Associa�on
Sandra and Robin Foy, meanwhile, were led to southern Spain and
to set up an associa�on with the hope of building a centre for
Spiritual Science there. The website for this project can be found
at h�p://ssf-robin-foy.com. Unfortunately they have had to give
up their dream of se�ng up a centre, because Robin and Sandra
have both had health problems following Covid and Robin has
broken his ankle. They are s�ll offering zoom sessions to
subscribers un�l the end of the year.

Claudius Portal
Searching for informa�on about the Scole Experiment, is to enter
a rabbit hole on the internet. There are websites set up by people
who par�cipated as witnesses, like h�ps://bit.ly/3KgiLtx which
includes an interes�ng solu�on to the glyphs which were not
originally recognized, but appeared on one of the undeveloped
films. These glyphs apparently appear on tablets from Easter
Island.

Rodiehr
This is a website (unfortunately looking rather unprofessional and
lurid-looking, because it is very interes�ng) here h�ps://bit.ly/
3ILpLhA, which looks at the subject of communica�on with those
in the a�erlife, and a lot of a�empts to make scien�fic
communica�on with those on the other side. There are a lot of
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links to the text of various books, including Voices from another
World By Hildegard Schafer

That website includes an interes�ng quote from Thomas Alva
Edison, in the light of the above ar�cle, and I may as well let
Thomas Edison have the last word:

“I have been thinking for a while about a machine or device that
could be operated by personali�es who have passed into another
realm.... I think if we’re going to make any real progress in psychic
research, we’ve got to do it scien�fically, with scien�fic
equipment.” Below you see Edison from Wikipedia, with his
phonograph, I couldn’t find an illustra�on of his spirit phone that
was in the public domain.
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An Ar�st’s Life a�er Death, was Ann Ford Evans’ talk about the
work of her late husband Ken Evans at the QFAS annual
conference held via zoom on Saturday 18th September 2021

Kenneth Butler Evans, born in 1924, was a self -taught ar�st who
became well known as a cartoonist and illustrator during the 60’s.
Following his decision in 1970 to concentrate full �me on pain�ng,
with egg emulsion his preferred medium, he and Ann met and
married, making their home in Dorset. They had two daughters
and worked together for ten years; Ann was a poet and sculptor
and encouraged Ken to develop his talents as a healer. Towards
the end of his life, Ken produced a number of visionary pain�ngs
with an exclusively spiritual focus, looking at aspects of life and
death.

Some�me a�er his sudden and unexpected death from a stroke in
1987, Ann found herself waking up in the early hours and realised
that Ken was trying to talk to her about his pain�ngs and their
significance. She started wri�ng down his communica�ons and
the result was the book of Ken’s pain�ngs and commentary by
him, “An Ar�st’s Life a�er Death” first published in 1996. They
reveal extraordinary insights into Ken’s present life and into our
lives here on earth; for we are all one in the dance of life.
Ann chose about 10 of Ken’s pain�ngs from the 63 reproduced in
the book to talk about in some detail, and I have chosen my own
favourite out of the collec�on (reproduced here) to give my own
reac�on to it.

This is the one reproduced on the cover to Ken’s book (and again
on p.38 ); simply called “Li�le Old Lady”. Ken’s commentary says
“we o�en saw this old lady with her dog in Sha�esbury: a real
partnership. One day she was there alone and then we didn’t see

An Ar�st’s Life A�er Death - by Tina Day
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Li�le Old Lady by Ken Evans
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her again. I felt I must paint her going home, her dog with her of
course. The scene is stormy as I felt her life had been but through
the doorway is peace at last. She shows no change in the way she
walks; her heart smiles quietly”.

This picture appeals to me on a number of levels. First, it depicts
the threshold between life and the transi�on through “death” to
our true home, for we are all going home to spirit. There is a lot of
dark surround in the pain�ng, and dark hedging along the road
the lady has walked on, but through the liminal door opening we
see sunshine, and radiant beauty awai�ng her. Her posture is
bent, she trudges with a walking s�ck, and her dog follows close
behind (perhaps he came to fetch her?). You are certain that this
dogged pace of hers sums up the way she has approached her life,
just ge�ng on with it, whatever the challenges. And finally, what
a loving tribute to our animal companions, for living and rela�ng
encompasses all creatures, not just humanity and our
entanglements with one another.

Living as I do in a rela�vely small town where the dog popula�on
seems at �mes to approach the human, and where most dogs are
obviously so loved and cherished by their humans, it reminds me
of their uncondi�onal love and the preciousness of all such
connec�on. And finally, this woman and her dog are just ordinary;
as ordinary and yet as unique, extraordinary, as are we all.
To conclude, I quote what Ken says at the end of the book about
his work from his current loca�on:

“I am pain�ng in light; the images help people. When they see
the pain�ngs, they can look at the beauty around them that that
they hadn’t seen before. What is happening to me is amazing: a
complete transforma�on of mind, will, soul and deep soul. All is
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part of what we call God: very, very alive, and beau�ful beyond
words. I have joined a group of many thousands. I am no longer
ba�ling on alone, as I felt on earth; it is simply fantas�c to be
working in this way… if only people knew how near they are to
the light, how completely they can depend on it, they would have
no reason to fear ever again”.

An Ar�st’s Life a�er Death, second edi�on, is available from Ken
Evans Prints, Eggmoor Lane Co�age, Chardstock, Devon, EX13
7BP, together with other publica�ons (cards, prints etc). Enquiries:
01460 221193, or via the website at h�p://kenevansprints.co.uk
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“Departures are all alike; it is the landfall that crowns the voyage.”
–C.S. Lewis; Prayer: Le�ers To Malcolm

What is it like to die? And what might dying look like from the
inside? Recently, such ques�ons were given wide media a�en�on
when a newly-released scien�fic study showed that some thirty
seconds before and a�er the heart stops the brain seems to
undergo some interes�ng changes. In par�cular, the study,
published in the journal Fron�ers In Aging Neuroscience, pointed
to perceived - indeed, measured - changes in the brain’s gamma
wave ac�vity: ac�vity associated with memory retrieval.

How did such a discovery come about? In fact, it was somewhat
fortuitous: at least for researchers. An 87 year-old man’s brain was
already being monitored via ECG when he had a sudden and fatal
heart a�ack. Examined later, the scan revealed unusual gamma
wave ac�vity at that point: ac�vity indica�ve of a vivid episode of
memory recall. In other words, the scan seemed to be showing
that his life, metaphorically-speaking, might well have been
‘flashing before his eyes’ in the moments when his brain began to
die.

Newspapers love this kind of story. In fact, the finding was picked
up and reproduced far and wide, so it wouldn’t be surprising if
some Reaching Out readers haven’t come across it already. And
it’s hardly new. Historically, researchers such as Ronald Siegel and
Susan Blackmore have sought to show that all aspects of so-called
Near-Death Experiences (NDEs) are explicable in terms of brain
processes: from the out-of-body experience right through to the
tunnel, light, life ‘review’ and other features reported by many
who have been to the brink of death before ‘returning.’ So when I

The other side of death by Mark Fox
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read the latest piece I had more than a touch of déjà vu. What
made it a li�le different this �me round was that I found myself
thinking hard about the implica�ons.

On the one hand, the latest finding might be taken as providing
reinforcement for the view that all mental ac�vity is brain-based:
up to and including the ac�vity that takes place as the brain dies.
Viewed in this way, a Near-Death Experience might simply be seen
as nothing more than a kind of final, brain-triggered, ‘bed �me
story’: a no�on long-promoted by researchers such as Siegel and
Blackmore, cited above. This posi�on is certainly reduc�ve but
also comfor�ng - at least up to a point. A�er all, who wouldn’t
want to go into oblivion surrounded by happy memories and a
sense that the life-story con�nues? The problem with this view is
that it reveals the dying person’s experience of approaching
heavenly bliss to be nothing more than a cosy illusion; a product,
perhaps, of evolu�onary ‘re-wiring’ of the brain designed to
transform the experience of death from final horror into
something much more posi�ve. For many - myself included - such
a posi�on leaves very many ques�ons unanswered.

Perhaps, then, there is another way of looking at all of this:
including the recent ar�cle that caused such a s�r. Over the last
few weeks I have been re-reading one of my favourite books by
C.S Lewis: Prayer: Le�ers To Malcolm. It never seems to get quite
the same a�en�on as Lewis’s more ‘revered’ works such as Mere
Chris�anity and The Problem Of Pain, yet it is full of the most
wonderful insights regarding prayer and the spiritual life. It is
unclear if Lewis knew anything about what we would today call
‘Near-Death Experiences’, but as I will seek to show, it is possible
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to build a bridge between what he wrote about in this book
regarding mys�cal experiencing and those experiences undergone
by persons at the very end of their lives. As we cross such a
bridge, it is my hope that we may be enabled to see Near-Death
Experiences in new ways: ways, perhaps, in which Lewis himself
might have viewed them.

Key to building our bridge is Lewis’s recogni�on of mys�cal
experiences as sharing something of a ‘common core’: albeit a
somewhat limited core including the key mo�fs of emptying and
departure. Thus, he writes, ‘what is common to all mys�cisms is
the temporary sha�ering of our ordinary spa�al and temporal
consciousness and of our discursive intellect.’ In other words, for
Lewis, during their experiences mys�cs leave behind their usual
ways of experiencing and being: a leaving behind that is necessary
if room is to be made for the state that follows. Viewing this firstly
in terms of emptying, Lewis uses an unusual analogy: ‘If wine-
glasses were conscious, I suppose that being emp�ed would be
the same experience for each, even if some were to remain empty
and some to be filled with wine and some broken.’ Following this
with a very this-worldly analogy - that of embarking on a sea
voyage - he considers the related mo�f of departure: ‘All who
leave the land and put to sea will ‘find the same things’ - the land
sinking below the horizon, the gulls dropping behind, the salty
breeze. Tourists, merchants, sailors, pirates, missionaries - it’s all
one.’ Thus, as with emptyings, departures may easily be seen to
share things in common. The crucial point for our bridge-building
is the asser�on that follows. ‘But’, he adds, ‘this iden�cal
experience vouches for nothing about the u�lity or unlawfulness
or final event of their voyages…’
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This final set of asser�ons is key. On the one hand, for Lewis, the
reality of mys�cal experience implies nothing regarding the
usefulness or rightness of mys�cal prac�ce itself. Neither does it
say anything about the sanc�ty of the mys�c. For those things,
something else is required. But this need not detain us, because
more important for our exercise in bridge-building is Lewis’s
asser�on that emptyings, and especially departures, must not be
confused with des�na�ons. Hence, and again addressing
mys�cism, he writes: ‘I do not at all regard mys�cal experience as
an illusion. I think it shows that there is a way to go, before death,
out of what may be called ‘this world’ - out of the stage set. Out
of this; but into what?’ It is the into what that is key. Departures
may indeed share things in common, Lewis is saying, but this tells
us nothing about what awaits at the end of each respec�ve
mys�cal journey once ‘this world’ has been le� behind.

It is at this point that the relevance of Lewis’s insights into
mys�cism for the understanding of Near-Death Experiences will
hopefully have begun to become clear. For surely, like the mys�c,
the Near-Death Experiencer has in some sense(s) embarked on a
process of depar�ng. Hence, just as the mys�c ‘traveller’ is
engaged in a journey which entails the leaving behind of any
‘normal’ sense of ‘spa�al and temporal consciousness’, so, too,
the Near-Death ‘traveller.’ How could it be otherwise, in a
situa�on where the body’s various systems and sub-systems have
begun to shut down? We could hardly expect the con�nua�on of
‘ordinary’ states of consciousness in such circumstances: a fact to
which Near-Death Experiencers’ tes�monies amply a�est.

Indeed, we might even see this ‘shu�ng down’ process as in some
sense(s) akin to emptying - a topic for another paper, perhaps -
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but it is the leaving behind process that I want to stay with here.
For, just as Lewis reminds us that all departures bear ‘family
resemblances’, so too might we expect the departures which
Near-Death Experiencers have begun to undertake. And this is
what we do, indeed, find: as the recurrent features within Near-
Death tes�monies of tunnels, lights, life reviews, and so on clearly
show.

But surely, objects the scep�c, these are just ‘tricks’ of the brain?
For Lewis, this is to miss the point; certainly as regards mys�cism.
Hence, he writes: ‘I shouldn’t be at all disturbed if it could be
shown that a diabolical mys�cism, or drugs, produced experiences
indis�nguishable (by introspec�on) from those of the great
Chris�an mys�cs. Departures are all alike; it is the landfall that
crowns the voyage.'
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And herein lies the crux of the whole ma�er for our present
purposes. Whatever the processes that may be occurring in a
dying brain, these tell us nothing about where the Near-Death
Experiencer actually goes. That is hidden: up ahead, around the
corner, over the brow of the hill, out of sight. Such an asser�on is
in no sense intended to denigrate the experiences of those who
have embarked on their voyages, only to (temporarily) return. Far
from it: according to the very many accounts of Near-Death
Experiencers, the emptying involved in the se�ng-out is
wonderful; the departure both blissful and thrilling. Should God,
in His grace, have afforded His creatures such experiences as they
leave His world, I wouldn’t be at all surprised. But up ahead:
something infinitely greater s�ll. A landfall that none has seen. A
crowning of the voyage unfathomably wonderful.

I like to think that had Lewis directly addressed what we now
know as ‘Near-Death Experiences’, he might have said something
like I have suggested here. His medita�ons on mys�cism in Prayer:
Le�ers To Malcolm hint in this direc�on, and I hope that I have
done enough to show their relevance, at least. It is one thing to
examine a dying brain and find evidence of par�cular ac�vity
within it, quite another to ponder the unimaginable reality when
that ac�vity finally ceases and dying ends. No ECG can tell us
anything of what awaits on the other side of death. No brain scan
ever, possibly, could.

Mark Fox is a new member of QFAS, a freelance researcher and
writer with a long-standing interest in spirituality and religious
experience. He has wri�en extensively on these topics and can be
found at www.markfox.co.uk.
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My very first communica�on with the ‘other side’ was facilitated
by a gi�ed psychic medium, John. I went to see him hoping for a
message from my husband Tony, who had died some �me
previously from cancer. When on the earth plane, Tony had a
friend Rod, who himself was a ‘natural’ medium; he o�en came
out with startlingly accurate comments about people and events.
Rod was a down-to-earth guy, far removed from the Hollywood
image of a psychic medium. I recall that he was a warehouse
manager, not noted for dreamy imaginings!

Knowing that an early death was inevitable, Tony said that a�er
he had died, he would a�empt to ‘come through’ if I consulted a
medium. I le� it for a long �me a�er his death, on the grounds
that I would gain more benefit from the reading if I had completed
some of the necessary grieving beforehand. (Looking back, I don’t
think that was strictly necessary). As a churchgoer and Quaker
member, I don’t recall having any hesita�on about my ac�ons,
having known Rod, and fortunately having not been brainwashed
with awful ideas about contac�ng the dead!

I found medium John to be a nice, down-to-earth person (a bit like
Rod in that respect). I learnt that he discovered his natural gi� at
the age of nine, when he saw his late grandmother walking
towards him smiling, before she disappeared before his eyes. He
says he remembers that she looked young, and was wearing a
pre�y summer dress. Later, when going through photos with his
mother, he saw his younger granny and recognised that same
summer dress.

Any doubts about John’s ability and sincerity were soon quashed
when he accurately described the appearance and personali�es of

A message from my husband by Chris�ne Simmons



my father and mother who were first to ‘come through’. I was
delighted that my mother was now looking a�er my two black
cats. They were brothers, rescued as ki�ens by the RSPCA. They
had 16 good years of life when they developed different cancers
and I sadly had them euthanised at the same �me. The cats were
basically iden�cal in appearance but John described some very
slight differences just as if he was looking at them closely, which
of course he was!

To my surprise an aunt came through next; she had died not long
since, but I was unclear how it had happened. She told me via
John, who was ac�ng as ‘telephonist’ that she had an inves�ga�ve
opera�on which discovered inoperable cancer, and was sewn back
up, passing away soon a�er.

Hubby got his chance next, and I was stunned by his message.
Before he died, he had been teaching me to sail, in the Lake
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District, in a boat he had hand-built the previous year. John (who
of course knew nothing at all about me or sailing ac�vi�es)
described a scene in which I was si�ng in a small boat at the side
of a lake, quite comfortable but holding on to the bank. Tony’s
message, passed on very firmly by John was that I was “push away
from the bank” and to “steer my own course”. I had been
wondering whether to carry on as a widow in the place I was
living or to move. Tony’s message informed my choice!

The next bit of the reading is very interes�ng to me as it was
educa�onal regarding mediumship in general. John described a
tall man with black crinkly hair and an authorita�ve bearing, who
had a lovely singing voice. I didn’t recognise that descrip�on at all
and told John so. He simply con�nued and described two more
men in connec�on with the first. I was quite bamboozled but John
wasn’t bothered by my lack of recogni�on, and simply said that I
would probably find out who they were quite soon.

Well, it was only about two weeks later, having coffee with a
friend, that I described the reading and men�oned the three men.
The first one, said my friend, had to be her father, and the other
two her brothers! The tall, authorita�ve man, her father, was a
policeman in this life. In his social life he o�en entertained people
with his lovely singing voice. Sadly he had a stroke and lost the
power of speech. But he could s�ll sing. I find it interes�ng that
Spirit knew that I would be mee�ng my friend and would pass on
to her the lovely message that her father and brothers had ‘come
through’ together.
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My brother died suddenly of a cerebral haemorrhage when I was
in my final year of primary school. He was 18 years older than me
and I loved him dearly. A bit like a second Daddy. When he was
taken so suddenly my whole life seemed to fall apart.

Consequently when it came to taking the final exam of the
Primary School I did not do as well as was predicted. I did pass for
the Grammar School but not with the level that was expected of
me. In those days this ‘Qualifying’ as it was called rather predicted
your life.

But no one in the family seemed to no�ce. No one, not even the
school, said anything. And neither did I. Nothing seemed to
ma�er anymore. A year later, near the end of year 1 of Secondary
School, there was to be the first of the yearly internal exams. All
subjects were to be tested but Maths and English were the two
that were really important.

I was ill, off school and confined to bed. My Mother had popped
down to the corner shop.

I woke up to find my brother standing by my bed. He told me that
the school had decided to bring the exams forward by a week and
my �metable would be Maths first. That would be on my first day
back. School was revising now.

So when my mother got back, I was si�ng at the kitchen table
with my textbooks out. At first she was angry saying, ‘What do
you think you’re doing out of bed? You know what the Doctor
said!”

A memory of communica�on by Valerie Dearnley
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But when I explained about seeing and talking to my brother, she
put her shopping bag down and said quite calmly, “Oh well. You’d
be�er get on with it.” Then she made a cup of tea.

The next week when I went back to school the exams had indeed
been brought forward and my first exam was Maths for which I
was well prepared. At the beginning of the next year I was moved
up into the top stream which was designed to prepare pupils for
University.

Every �me I think of this episode in my life it seems so far fetched
and unbelievable. But the “message” turned out to be true so I
know it happened.

Online and offline resources for a�erlife studies

This is a list of resources for a�erlife studies available online. I’m
not going to list out URLs. Instead I have tested the links on
google and will give keywords which can be put into a search
engine, and a suggested book where applicable. In general, I have
given the site followed by the channel name in bold for these
resources, and if you use those search terms on google, you will
find the right website.

Be careful, as you know, this area of research is rife with people
who simply want to part you from your money, and I think
Quakers, who want to believe the best of everyone, are
par�cularly vulnerable. Let me know if you have a par�cular
interest and can’t find free videos or affordable books for that
subject, and I will see what I can do for future issues.
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General interest in spirit
YouTube Anthony Chene produc�on: Beau�fully produced films
where the interviewer is absent en�rely, which rely on the people
being interviewed to tell their stories, with occasional ques�ons
on screen in text. There is a mixture of general films as well as a
lot of near-death experiencers, and other spiritual experiences.

ascsi.org The Academy for Spiritual and Consciousness Studies
Inc. Media hub and resource library has a LOT of cases in a variety
of subjects, including an “evidence room” for Spirit contact cases,
reincarna�on cases, eviden�al reports and notable ESP cases, and
lists of books for a wide variety of subjects. NOTE ascsi on
youtube is not the Academy, it is a sa�re channel.

Youtube NewReali�es Fairly old videos featuring Alan Steinfeld
across the decades interviewing people about spiritual ma�ers.
There are interviews with Luis Minero about astral projec�on,
interviews about contact with extra-terrestrials, sacred prac�ces
including prayer and medita�on, channels, indigenous wisdom,
healing – some very interes�ng interviews and well worth
exploring.

Alan Steinfeld has wri�en a book called Making Contact:
Preparing for the new reali�es of extraterrestrial existence which
is available as a book or a kindle edi�on.

YouTube Shaman Oaks Interviews with people who have had
near-death experiences, and with other thinkers and writers
about spiritual subjects. He has another channel for healing.
There are medita�ons and group medita�ons on his channel too.
I couldn’t find any books by Shaman Oaks, but there is a book
called The Shaman’s Body by Arnold Mindell, which is available in
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Paperback or as an Audiobook, which apparently shows readers
how to walk the shamanic path.

YouTube Edgar Cayce’s A.R.E. is a channel with a lot of different
interests, medita�on, history of the Associa�on for Research and
Enlightenment, health and healing, peace, community,
interpreta�on of dreams, mys�cs, Edgar Cayce readings.

There are many books on Edgar Cayce, and on the Associa�on for
Research and Enlightenment, far too many to list. If you go to
their website at edgarcayce.org, you can look at their catalogue of
books.

YouTube BuddhaAtTheGasPump interviews with people who
have experienced a spiritual event, or who are spiritual teachers.
YouTube Passion Harvest interviews with thinkers and writers.
Youtube Wisdom from the North interviews with experiencers
and authors
Youtube A�erlifeTv interviews with experiencer and authors

Near-death Experiences
YouTube IANDSvideos (interna�onal associa�on for near-death
studies) and a lot of local groups all over the US. Their videos of
individual near-death experiences also appear on many different
channels. There is a separate channel YouTube NDE Radio with
Lee Wi�ng, which is a weekly interview.

The books associated with near-death experience are those by
Raymond Moody, Life A�er Life, Glimpses of Eternity: sharing a
loved one’s passage from this life to the next; Peter Fenwick and
Elizabeth Fenwick The Truth in the Light; Jeffrey Long and Paul
Perry (2010) Evidence of the A�erlife: The Science of Near-Death
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Experiences; Steve J Miller (2012) Near-Death Experiences as
Evidence for the Existence of God and heaven: a Brief Introduc�on
in Plain Language. If you search for the iands.org website, they
have a long list of recommended reading on their website.
YouTube Anita Moorjani, also her book Dying to be me

Mys�cism: YouTube Center for Contemporary Mys�cism Long
interviews on life and love.

Theory of everything
Youtube Tom Campbell Thomas Campbell is the author of the My
Big TOE (Theory of Everything), a physicist who has been
interviewed or quoted by many channels

Youtube Sustainable Human How you can change reality Tom
Campbell
Youtube Peter Sage Tom Campbell 2021: How the world really
works 1/3 2/3 3/3
YouTube Guy Lawrence Exploring Consciousness & the Essence of
Life Tom Campbell. Tom has wri�en three books about his theory
of everything, which are available as one book: My Big Toe: A
Trilogy Unifying Philosophy, Physics and Metap[hysics: Awakening,
Discovery, Inner Workings (2007)

The following is a list of people who don’t have their own channel,
but who have been interviewed in connec�on with an experience
or book that they have wri�en.

Life before life
Chris�an Sundberg This isn’t a channel, but Chris�an Sundberg is
a very interes�ng speaker about his experience of Life before Life,
who has been interviewed by a large number of channels on
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YouTube including BuddhaAtTheGasPump, the Nonduality
Podcast, GuyLawrence, Passion Harvest etc.

His book is called A Walk in the Physical: Understanding the
Human Experience (2021)

Medita�on and Buddhist philosophy
YouTube Alan Wa�s This isn’t a channel, but the lectures of Alan
Wa�s and some of his medita�ons are all over YouTube and are
without excep�on interes�ng. He wrote a lot of books, some of
which have been printed posthumously as he died in 1973. The
Wisdom of Insecurity (1951), The Way of Zen (1957), Death
(1975), This is It (1960), Become what you are (1995), Zen (1948),
The Book on the Taboo Against Knowing who you are (1966) and
many more. Some of them are out of print, and some are more
difficult to find, but many have been reprinted.

In the face of war, I’m so small - yet, love is so big
I can’t make the
world peaceful
I can’t stall tanks
from roaring down roads
I can’t prevent children
from having to hide in bunkers
I can’t convince the news to
stop turning war into a video game
I can’t silence the sound of bombs
tearing neighborhoods apart
I can’t turn a guided missile
into a bouquet of flowers
I can’t make a warmonger
have an ounce of empathy
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I can’t convince ambassadors
to quit playing truth or dare
I can’t deflect a sniper’s bullet
from turning a wife into a widow
I can’t stave off a country being
reduced to ash and rubble
I can’t do any of that
the only thing I can do

is love the next person I encounter
without any condi�ons or strings
to love my neighbour
so fearlessly that
it starts a ripple
that stretches from
one horizon to the next
I can’t force peace
on the world
but I can become a force
of peace in the world
because
some�mes all it takes
is a single lit candle
in the darkness
to start a movement
“Lord, make me a candle
of comfort in this world
let me burn with peace”
~ John Roedel

I thought John Roedel’s poem, wri�en less than a week ago, was
a very Quakerly poem, although I do not know if he is a Quaker.
His book Hey God, Hey John: What happens when God writes
back was printed in 2018. His website is johnroedel.com.



QFAS publica�ons
Two A5 fold-over leaflets describing and giving examples of
spiritual/psychic experiences are available from QFAS. 1 End of
Life Experiences 2. A�er Death communica�ons. Available on
request, or free on our website. Please state number required
and enclose an SAE
.
The Life That Never Ends £7
An anthology of Quaker spiritual/psychic experience.
including postage and packing.

Living in the Mystery: Between Head and Heart £7
including postage and packing.
Both available from Fee Berry, Sycamore House, Chapel Street,
Market Rasen, Lincolnshire, LN8 3AG Pay by cheque made out
to QFAS or email caliandris@gmail.com for BACS details.

DVD of the 2020 conference £5
A DVD of our virtual conference is available from David Mason,
2 Fir Avenue, New Milton, BH25 6EX. Cheque for £5 made out
to David Mason or email david.mason1948@gmail.com.

Books by QFAS members
The Forest of Now £7.99
by Cherry Simpkin, illustrated by Jacky Pique. Cheques payable to Cherry
Simpkin, send orders to 78 Courtlands Avenue, London SE12 8JA.
At one level the Forest of Now can be taken as a charming nature story
about mini beasts discovering the wonders of their forest environment.
However, as hinted in the �tled, this book has a deeper spiritual side.

Booklet: Quakers and the Spiritual/Psychic Dimension £2
By Ros Smith
Available from Ann Mason, at the above address for
David Mason. email: annemason1958@gmail.com Telephone
01425 626 112




